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Abstract

Argument mining seeks to extract arguments
and their structure from unstructured texts.
Identifying relations (such as attack, support,
and neutral) between argumentative units is
a challenging task because two units may
be related to each other via implicit infer-
ences. These inferences often rely on ex-
ternal commonsense knowledge to discover
how one argumentative unit relates to another.
State-of-the-art methods, however, rely on pre-
defined knowledge graphs, and thus might
not cover target pairs of argumentative units
well. We introduce a new generative ap-
proach to finding inference chains that con-
nect these pairs by making use of the Com-
monsense Transformer (COMET). We evalu-
ate our approach on three datasets for both the
two-label (attack/support) and three-label (at-
tack/support/neutral) tasks. Our approach sig-
nificantly outperforms the state-of-the-art, by 2-
5% in F1 score, on two out of the three datasets
with minor improvements on the remaining
one.

1 Introduction

In argumentation, such as in a debate, it is impor-
tant to understand the key arguments put forward
and how the arguments relate to each other based
on a specific context. Ideally, we would like to
empower systems to extract arguments and the re-
lations between arguments automatically. Such
systems could be used to aggregate opinions (Co-
carascu et al., 2019), participate in debates (Slonim
et al., 2021), or they could assist humans in making
informed decisions by considering different points
of view.

Toulmin (1958) defines an argument as a claim
backed by one or more grounds (or premises) based
on a warrant (i.e., the inference link between the
grounds and the claim). For example, consider the
following two sentences: Drunk driving hurts inno-
cent people. Therefore, drunk driving is wrong.

Based on Toulmin’s model, we have the claim
drunk driving is wrong, supported on the grounds
that drunk driving hurts innocent people. In what
follows, we will call the claim and grounds argu-
mentative units (AUs). To justify the claim, the au-
thor relies on the reader’s ability to uncover the im-
plicit warrant that hurting innocent people is wrong
which connects the grounds to the claim. While
Toulmin’s warrants model only arguments in which
the units are connected by support relations, we ex-
tend the definition to also allow for attacks and neu-
tral relations. We do this to enable us to apply the
notion of warrants to the relational argument min-
ing task, as proposed by Carstens and Toni (2015),
to better identify attack/support/neutral relations
between pairs of AUs.

Finding the correct warrant is a challenging task
that requires deep reasoning, which pre-trained lan-
guage models struggle with (Helwe et al., 2021).
However, by iteratively generating knowledge, we
can chain together inferences to get a series of
causes and effects that connect two AUs together
similar to chain-of-thought reasoning (Wei et al.,
2022). We propose the use of the Commonsense
Transformer (COMET) (Hwang et al., 2021) which
is equipped with social commonsense to generate
warrants as a series of inferences. The knowledge
contained in COMET is qualitatively different from
other knowledge sources in that it contains norma-
tive commonsense. This depends upon the culture
and beliefs of various groups compared with static
commonsense knowledge graphs (KGs), such as
ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017), which focus on
globally accepted knowledge. For this reason, we
suggest that COMET is better able to identify the
reasoning behind human arguments and that a gen-
erative approach based on COMET is better suited
to finding warrants compared to a static knowledge
graph as proposed by Paul et al. (2020).

Section 4 introduces our approach to test this
hypothesis, where we articulate an algorithm,
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ARGCON (Section 4.2), to generate warrants be-
tween a pair of argumentative units and use these
warrants as additional input to the classifier of
argument relations to evaluate whether this im-
proves the model’s ability to distinguish between
attack, support or neutral relations. We then com-
pare the use of three external knowledge sources:
ConceptNet+ the commonsense knowledge ex-
tracted by Paul et al., the knowledge generated
by ARGCON, to obtain novel commonsense infer-
ences (Section 4.2), and ARGCON + LINK which
enriches the generated knowledge with additional
relations via a link prediction model (Section 4.3).

In Section 5, we compare our work to (Paul et al.,
2020), which is the only other work we are aware
of to address the task of relational argument min-
ing by uncovering commonsense relations. We
show that our method for generating warrants with
COMET outperforms their method with a 1-2%
increase in F1 scores on two datasets. We further
evaluate our model on a three-class dataset, which
includes an additional neutral relation, and witness
a 5% improvement of the F1 score over a RoBERTa
baseline. Hence, we set a new benchmark for the
three-class task in relational argument mining. We
share our findings in Section 6 and conclude with
our future directions in Section 7.

2 Background

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness
of COMET (Bosselut et al., 2019) for generat-
ing implicit warrants that link arguments together.
COMET is a generative model which has been fine-
tuned on a human-authored commonsense knowl-
edge graph ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019). By training
on ATOMIC, COMET extends the knowledge cap-
tured by the knowledge graph to new domains and
is able to synthesize new commonsense knowledge
based on knowledge captured during pre-training.
The model is able to generate knowledge along mul-
tiple relations- a few examples are shown in Table 1.
COMET takes as input a sentence and a relation
along which to generate inferences. For example,
given an input PersonX’s house was foreclosed and
relation CausedBy, COMET would generate Per-
sonX failed to pay their mortgage.

Some successful applications of COMET in-
clude the generation of potential outcomes of
events for abductive reasoning (Bhagavatula et al.,
2020), question answering (Branco et al., 2021) and
text generation (Guan et al., 2020). Closely related

to our work, Chakrabarty et al. (2021) shows that
COMET can be used to generate logically sound
premises for incomplete arguments. While pre-
vious works have considered using COMET for
single-hop inference, we found that for our task of
relational argument mining, often multiple infer-
ence steps are needed to get from the first argumen-
tative unit to the second; we address this challenge
in Section 4.2.

3 Related Work

Various approaches have been proposed to infer
argumentative structure from unstructured text.
These include Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
models (Cocarascu and Toni, 2017; Paul et al.,
2020), pre-trained transformers (Ruiz-Dolz et al.,
2021) and logic programming (Jo et al., 2021). Pre-
trained transformers, in particular, have been shown
to perform exceptionally well on this task with no
additional feature engineering (Ruiz-Dolz et al.,
2021; Fromm et al., 2019); this suggests that the
introduction of external knowledge encoded within
the transformers due to pre-training on large cor-
pora is necessary to make significant progress on
this task. Of these works, only Fromm et al. (2019)
makes use of external knowledge to identify the
stance of arguments towards a given topic. This
differs from our task in that we wish to identify the
relationship between pairs of AUs and so have the
added challenge of finding paths that link the AUs
together.

Commonsense knowledge has proven repeat-
edly to aid in tasks such as natural language in-
ference (Wang et al., 2019) and question answer-
ing (Lv et al., 2020). The majority of these works
focus mainly on deriving knowledge from Concept-
Net (Speer et al., 2017); however, a key limitation
of knowledge graphs (Pan et al., 2016) is their in-
herent incompleteness.

Recent trends in argument mining have shown a
move towards incorporating external knowledge for
various argument-mining tasks. Two works explore
the use of automatically constructed knowledge
graphs extracted from Wikidata and Google search,
which, however, fail to achieve better results than
BERT with no additional knowledge (Fromm et al.,
2019; Li et al., 2021). On the other hand, a work us-
ing LSTM-based models for knowledge-enhanced
argument mining with ConceptNet+, shows that the
introduction of knowledge indeed improves per-
formance upon their baselines (Paul et al., 2020).
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One of the key limitations of existing works is their
use of static knowledge graphs which are unable to
handle arbitrary pairs of AUs due to their limited
coverage. To address this issue, we use COMET
to generate conmmonsense inferences on-the-fly
to connect AUs and therefore generalize to new
domains.

4 Our Approach

In this section, we describe the design of our model
as well as our procedures for obtaining knowledge
on the fly with COMET and enriching the knowl-
edge with additional links.

4.1 KE-RoBERTa
Given a pair of Argumentative Units, AUs, we
aim to predict the relation between these AUs by
the use of external knowledge relevant to this pair.
Ruiz-Dolz et al. (2021) show that RoBERTa is a
strong baseline for the classification of argument re-
lations when compared to other transformer-based
architectures. Hence, we introduce KE-RoBERTa,
which is a knowledge-enhanced RoBERTa-based
model as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: KE-RoBERTa, our proposed Siamese model
for Commonsense Knowledge injection with Arg1 and
Arg2 being the input AUs

In order to inject knowledge into RoBERTa, we
use a Siamese model to separately encode the two
AUs as well as the commonsense knowledge much
like the S-BERT model (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019); in other words, the parameters of the two
RoBERTa blocks are shared. The model then com-
bines the two representations by concatenating
them together. We also introduce a multi-head at-
tention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) to attend
to relevant information and block out noise. We
use mean pooling to combine individual token rep-
resentations before concatenating the result. This
allows us to use a fix-sized feed-forward network

to compute predictions from the combined AU and
knowledge representations.

The notion of knowledge is loosely defined in
the literature but can be viewed as a set of be-
liefs about the world that approximate truth. In
our case this knowledge is represented as the set
of all knowledge graph paths that could connect
two AUs. While there are many ways to represent
knowledge graph paths, in this work, we convert
each knowledge graph relation into its natural lan-
guage equivalent and concatenate the nodes and
relations together to form a sentence in natural
language. For each pair of AUs we then concate-
nate all possible paths together in order to input
the knowledge into a transformer. The source of
knowledge graph paths we refer to in the follow-
ing sections as ConceptNet+ combines knowledge
from ConceptNet, and WordNet, with additional
links predicted by neural networks; ConceptNet+

is proposed by Paul et al. and the extracted knowl-
edge was provided to us by the authors. Since the
authors did not experiment on the three class task
we did not have ConceptNet+ relations for M-Arg.

Figure 2: Knowledge graph generation by ARGCON
with link inference enabled. The figure shows how two
graphs, g1 and g2, are generated from each AU, Arg1 &
Arg2, and then merged. Dashed lines show additional
relations found by LINK.

4.2 ARGCON: A new way to generate
knowledge with COMET

All previous works using COMET seek to gener-
ate a possible outcome, a2, from a known event,
a1, and a relation. For this task, we seek to invert
this and find a path to connect a1 and a2. What
makes this more challenging is that AUs are often
connected by multi-hop inferences and so multiple
intermediary outcomes oi may be needed to con-
nect a1 and a2. The types of inference we wish to
generate can be represented as:

a1
r1−→ o1

r2−→ o2 · · · on−1
rn−→ a2
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where ri is a relation connecting events/outcomes,
and neither the oi nor ri are known in advance. To
do this, we propose a new technique using an im-
proved version of COMET, trained on ATOMIC20

20,
a larger and more extensive version of the original
ATOMIC knowledge graph (Hwang et al., 2021),
to generate deep commonsense inference chains
that connect two AUs together.

Relation Inverse

Causes CausedBy
HinderedBy Hinders
isAfter isBefore
isBefore isAfter

Table 1: ATOMIC20
20 relations (R) used to generate

knowledge from COMET with corresponding inversions

ATOMIC20
20 consists of several classes of rela-

tions, including ‘causes for a person to perform an
action’, ‘effects of an action on others’, and ‘event-
centred’. In this paper, we focus on ‘event-centred’
relations to generate knowledge from, which is a
subset of the relations contained in ATOMIC20

20. In
Table 1, we show the four relations selected. In Sec-
tion 5, we will report our results on three existing
datasets that include AUs focusing on event-centred
knowledge.

Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode for our
knowledge generation method Argument Connec-
tor (ARGCON). Our algorithm takes three inputs,
a pair of AUs, (a1 and a2) as well as a boolean
flag (wlink) to indicate whether additional link
prediction should be performed as described in
Section 4.3. The algorithm then returns the paths
that connect a1 to a2.

Starting from the pair of AUs, we first initialise
two single-node graphs, g1 and g2, from a1 and
a2 (lines 1-2). For each of these graphs, we take
the set of their nodes N , and for each node n and
each relation r we generate new nodes n′ using
COMET (lines 8-13). We then update N to contain
the set of nodes at the current depth i (line 14) and
repeat this process d times until each graph has a
tree with a maximum depth of d (line 4). Note that
graphs g1 and g2 now contain only paths from a1
and a2, meaning that a2 cannot be reached from
any other node. In order to get paths from a1 to a2,
we need to flip the relations in g2 replace them with
their corresponding inverse, as shown in Table 1,
and then merge the two graphs wherever they share

Algorithm 1: ARGCON(a1, a2, wlink)

Data: R, the set of relations to consider
Data: d, the depth of a tree
Data: COMET, commonsense transformer
Data: LINK, our LINK model

1 g1 ← makeGraph(a1)
2 g2 ← makeGraph(a2)
3 forall g ∈ {g1, g2} do
4 for i = 0 to d do
5 if i = 0 then
6 N ← g.nodes()
7 N ′ ← []
8 forall n ∈ N do
9 forall r ∈ R do

10 n′ ← genNode(n, r,COMET)
11 if n′ ̸= NULL and n′ ̸= n then
12 g ← g.addtriple(n, r, n′)
13 N ′ ← N ′.append(n)
14 N ← N ′

15 gm ← mergeGraphs(g1, flip(g2))
16 if wlink then
17 new_edges→ LINK(g1, g2)
18 gm.append(new_edges)
19 return computePaths(a1, a2, gm)

a common node (line 15). We now have a single
merged graph gm containing a1 and a2. If wlink
is set to true, the LINK model will be used to infer
additional relations that connect g1 to g2 (line 16-
18) which are then appended to gm. The algorithm
returns all paths that connect a1 and a2 (line 19).

4.3 LINK Prediction Between Nodes

It may not be always possible to find a path be-
tween the AUs by using only the merging opera-
tion described above. We introduce an additional
inference step to identify the relationships between
the nodes of the two knowledge graphs.

To achieve this, e trained a link prediction
model (LINK) to identify the most likely relations
that exist between two nodes, which are provided
as inputs. LINK is a BERT model fine-tuned on
the ATOMIC20

20 training set to predict the relation
between two nodes of the knowledge graph. In
order to identify unrelated node pairs, we sample
4000 pairs that are not connected in ATOMIC20

20

and assign them a ‘None’ label. Table 2 shows the
training and validation performance of LINK when
trained to predict the relations in Table 1 and the
‘None’ relation.
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Accuracy Precision Recall F1
val 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.88
test 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.85

Table 2: Validation and testing performance of LINK
model for COMET link prediction after 5 epochs.

Given a pair of graphs and their corresponding
node sets, N1, N2, generated by COMET, we use
LINK to predict the most likely relationships be-
tween the two graphs. Explicitly, we pass all node
pairs (a, b) ∈ N1 × N2 to LINK and add the pre-
dicted relation to gmerged (line 15 in Algorithm 1,
wlink is set to 1 to enable further inference) be-
fore computing paths. Figure 2 depicts our method
when link inference is enabled.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we describe the datasets we have
chosen, our choices of parameters for knowledge
extraction, our training setup, and the results of our
experiments on three datasets.

5.1 Datasets and Knowledge
We consider three datasets for our experiments:
the Student Essay corpus (Opitz and Frank, 2019),
Debatepedia (Paul et al., 2020), and the M-Arg
Presidential Debate corpus (Mestre et al., 2021).
We may refer to the datasets as Essay, Debate, and
M-Arg for brevity.

The first two datasets were annotated with two
labels (attack/support). Student Essay is a collec-
tion of argumentative essays written in English
by second-language speakers, while Debatepedia
contains arguments selected from a wiki of contro-
versial topics and pro/con arguments1 where con-
troversial topics are discussed by multiple authors.
These are the datasets used by Paul et al. (2020)
which we use for comparison and we have taken
the same dataset splits as used in their experiments.
M-Arg consists of transcripts from five presidential
debates in 2020; sentence pairs in this dataset were
annotated with three labels (attack/support/neutral).
Table 3 shows how the data has been split.

5.2 Experimental Setup
As a baseline, we trained a RoBERTa model2, with
no additional knowledge. We trained our models to

1The wiki has since migrated to https://idebate.org/
debatabase.

2https://huggingface.co/roberta-base

A S N

Debate
train 3250 3236 -
val 1088 1075 -
test 1035 1127 -

Essay
train 273 2797 -
val 130 1012 -
test 91 1009 -

M-Arg
train 94 302 2887
val 11 40 359
test 15 42 342

Table 3: Distribution of labels (Attack/Support/Neutral)
across datasets. While Debatepedia is balanced, the
other two datasets show drastic imbalances making the
task of detecting minority classes more challenging.

minimize the cross-entropy loss on the labeled data
with a batch size of 10 and a learning rate of 1e−5.
The models were trained using the same hyper-
parameters for 10 epochs, and the model with the
highest F1 validation score was selected for testing.
Our code and the data can be found on GitLab3.

We used ARGCON with a maximum depth limit
of d = 3 to generate a list of paths from Arg1
to Arg2. Each path is given as lists of nodes and
relations, which, by using a simple set of rules,
we convert into natural language and concatenate
the result. This is common practice when using
COMET and the reader can refer to the code-base
for more details on how this was done.

5.3 ARGCON vs ARGCON+LINK

We first investigate the proportion of AU pairs for
which ARGCON and ARGCON+LINK could gener-
ate knowledge for (Table 4). We observe that nearly
half of the pairs are not covered by ARGCON while
ARGCON+LINK gives an improvement of 30% on
Debatepedia and Student Essay and 40% on M-Arg.

5.4 Relational Argument Mining Results

Table 5 shows the results from the classifica-
tion experiments; the first two rows, (Paul et al.,
2020) and RoBERTa, are existing approaches.
We also apply RoBERTa to the ConceptNet+ ex-
tracted by Paul et al. to compare the performance
against our COMET-based knowledge extraction
methods. The results show that the common-

3https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/s1707343/
commonsense-argmining/-/tree/master
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ARGCON ARGCON+LINK

Debate
train 0.56 0.85
val 0.53 0.83
test 0.54 0.83

Essay
train 0.42 0.71
val 0.37 0.68
test 0.42 0.70

M-Arg
train 0.20 0.69
val 0.23 0.74
test 0.22 0.72

Table 4: Coverage of ARGCON vs. ARGCON+LINK.

sense enhanced KE-RoBERTa models improve
upon RoBERTa in almost all cases. In addition,
ARGCON and ARGCON+LINK give the best re-
sults on the Debate and Essay datasets respec-
tively. For significance testing we used the Almost
Stochastic Order test (Dror et al., 2019; Del Bar-
rio et al., 2018) implemented in Python using the
deep-significance library (Ulmer et al., 2022).
We compared all models against the baseline based
on the sample predictions on a single trial, with a
confidence level of α = 0.05 (before adjusting for
all pair-wise comparisons using the Bonferroni cor-
rection). We consider the results significant when
ϵmin < τ with τ = 0.3.

We conducted further experiments on the M-
Arg dataset to evaluate our knowledge extraction
method on a three-label (attack, support, and neu-
tral) task. The results in Table 6 confirm that our
methods do indeed perform better than RoBERTa
with no external knowledge.

6 Analysis and Discussion

In order to interpret the results better, we analyze
the inference chains generated by ARGCON, and
we also investigate the performance of the models
across different topics. In Table 7, we provide some
examples from the data to discuss our findings. For
clarity, we have kept the table concise and omitted
information not relevant to the points being made.

6.1 Performance Across Different Topics

The performance of the model varies across differ-
ent topics. Figure 3 depicts the macro F1 scores of
the KE-RoBERTa model for each topic in the M-
Arg dataset. We observe significant improvements
across some of the topics such as ‘Taxes’, ‘Racism’,

‘Families’ and ‘Climate Change’. COMET has
been exposed to these topics in the training set and
so is better able to provide relevant knowledge.

One topic in which RoBERTa outperforms both
knowledge-enhanced models is ‘Why They Should
Be Elected’. Our analysis of the class level preci-
sion (Appendix A) indicates that the drop in preci-
sion in Table 6 is actually due to this missidentifi-
cation of support relations when we add external
knowledge, we discuss this in Subsection 6.4.

6.2 Noisy Connections
The injected knowledge could be detrimental in
some cases. The COMET generated knowledge
can introduce noise by generating irrelevant rela-
tionships between two arguments. Consider Ex1
in Table 7, where ARGCON makes an incorrect
prediction while the RoBERTa model correctly pre-
dicts a support relation. Here, the generic word
‘good’ is used to link Arg1 and Arg2. While useful,
the analysis shows that the attetion mechanism in
KE-RoBERTa does not solve the issue.

ARGCON can sometimes infer relations when
there are in fact none present. The existence of
a commonsense inference path between the argu-
ments causes the model to favor the support relation
over the neutral one. In Ex3 of Table 7, the first
argument attacks the speaker’s opponent while the
second deflects the argument by addressing some-
thing unrelated. However, COMET connects the
first sentence to the second on the basis that ‘the
country is in decline’ supports ‘being weaker’.

6.3 ARGCON vs. ConceptNet+

The nature of the injected knowledge can change
the outcome. Ex4 in Table 7 shows a compari-
son of knowledge extracted with ARGCON+LINK

and ConceptNet+. In the example the model
provided with input from ARGCON+LINK pre-
dicts the correct relation while ConceptNet+ fails.
By examining the knowledge we observe that
ARGCON+LINK is able to deduce that the first
argument hinders the ability of parents to teach
their children and therefore prevents students from
learning skills. This allows the model to make the
correct prediction. However, ConceptNet+ can only
deduce that a parent has a child that can learn.

As seen in this example, ConceptNet+ provides
some information about causality (learning causes
intelligence) but this information is limited and
often too simplistic to provide meaningful informa-
tion for understanding the underpinning arguments.
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Student Essay Debatepedia

Model KG P R F1 P R F1

(Paul et al., 2020) ConceptNet+ 0.56 0.63 0.60 0.64 0.64 0.64

RoBERTa - 0.64 0.68 0.66 0.75 0.75 0.75

KE-RoBERTa
ConceptNet+ 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.74 0.74 0.74
ARGCON 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.76 0.76 0.76
ARGCON+LINK 0.70 0.71 0.70∗ 0.75 0.75 0.75

Table 5: Macro-averaged F1, precision, recall scores of our experiments on the test sets for the 2-class task. Asterisk
indiciates significant stochastic dominance over the baseline.

M-Arg

Model KG P R F1

RoBERTa - 0.57 0.41 0.44

KE-RoBERTa
ARGCON 0.48 0.51 0.48∗

ARGCON+LINK 0.54 0.48 0.49∗

Table 6: Macro-averaged F1, precision, recall scores
of our experiments on the test sets for the 3-class task.
Asterisk indicates significant stochastic dominance over
the baseline.

On the other hand, COMET is well equipped to han-
dle more complex causal relations due to the nature
of the data it was trained on. This supports our
claim that the nature of COMET is better suited to
providing useful commonsense for argument min-
ing tasks compared to ConceptNet+.

6.4 Uncovering Hidden Biases in Arguments

In argument understanding, the ability to capture
and make some of the implicit biases explicit can
be helpful. Ex2 in Table 7 shows an argument made
by the speaker to attack [PERSON X]’s candidacy.
The argument made relies on the implicit reasoning
that [PERSON X] did not fight [COUNTRY Y]
because he is a communist. While there are many
controversial assumptions being made when gen-
erating this knowledge, the COMET knowledge
reflects the beliefs underlying the argument pair.

One of the key differences between fact-based
and commonsense knowledge graphs is that the lat-
ter are more likely to capture cultural and normative
biases. This is amplified by the fact that COMET is
built on a pre-trained BART model, which captures
biases present in the training corpus.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new method,
ARGCON, to investigate the role of the com-
monsense knowledge encoded in COMET for the
task of relational argument mining. In particular,
ARGCON can reveal implicit commonsense reason-
ing chains (i.e., warrants) and these chains provide
useful information for classifying argument rela-
tions such as attack, support, and neutral. Our
experiments on three different datasets show that
the chains generated by this method outperform ex-
isting approaches. Our analysis shows that the per-
formance of our models varies given the topic un-
der discussion and in some cases ARGCON creates
noisy connections as a result of injected knowledge.
We also observe that our model performs well in
its ability to handle complex causal relationships
and reason about social norms and biases.

In this work, we only consider pairs of AUs
without taking into account any additional context.
However, incorporating the text surrounding the
pair of arguments is often necessary to be able to
determine their relationship. In future work, we
would like to incorporate such contextual infor-
mation into our approach and explore the impact
this has on the final performance. Another direc-
tion that we want to explore is considering other
relations of COMET knowledge such as intents,
needs, and wants to investigate whether this kind
of social commonsense improves classification ac-
curacy. Another avenue of investigation we would
like to pursue is the role that external knowledge
plays in increasing explainability and improving
the diagnosis of end-to-end model predictions. Be-
yond argument mining, we believe that ARGCON

is useful for other inference tasks such as recogniz-
ing textual entailment and question answering, we
hope to experiment with other datasets to test this.
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Figure 3: Comparison of F1 scores of our models on various topics in the test set of the M-Arg dataset.

Ex1

Arg1 Congress will not ultimately cut Medicare to pay for reform.
Arg2 The 2010 US health care reform legislation is a good idea.
ARGCON+LINK [Arg1], isAfter, PersonY is not a member of the government, isAfter, PersonY is a lawyer,

Causes, good, CausedBy, [Arg2]

Label: Support RoBERTa Prediction: Support, ARGCON+LINK Prediction: Attack

Ex2

Arg1 [PERSON X] never fought it.
Arg2 [PERSON X] has been a cheerleader for communist [COUNTRY Y] over the last several

decades.
ARGCON [Arg2], HinderedBy, [PERSON X] is a good person., HinderedBy, [PERSON X] is a

communist., Hinders, [Arg2]

Label: Support ARGCON Prediction: Support

Ex3

Arg1 Under this president, we become weaker, sicker, poor, more divided and more violent.
Arg2 With regard to being weaker, the fact is that I’ve gone head to head with [PERSON X] and

made it clear to him we’re not going to take any of his stuff.
ARGCON [Arg2], HinderedBy, under this president, the country is in decline, HinderedBy, with

regard to being weaker, Hinders, [Arg2]

Label: Neutral ARGCON Prediction: Support

Ex4

Arg1 Parents are usually too busy with their daily jobs to teach their children the life skills
Arg2 Students can learn practical skills after school hours from their parents
ARGCON+LINK [Arg2], Causes, parents are lazy, HinderedBy, parents are teaching their children,

CausedBy, [Arg2]
ConceptNet+ parent Antonym child used for learning, learning Causes intelligence related to mind HasA

parent, parent Antonym child CapableOf learn

Label: Attack ARGCON+LINK Prediction: Attack, ConceptNet+ Prediction: Support

Table 7: Examples of knowledge and model predictions from the data: Ex1 is taken from the Debate dataset, Ex2
and Ex3 are taken from M-Arg, and Ex4 is taken from Student Essay. One interesting finding is that due to inductive
biases in ARGCON HinderedBy and Hinders do not always reflect negative relations between nodes. The tags
[PERSON X] and [COUNTRY Y] have been used to remove mentions of named individuals and countries in this
table to avoid causing political offense.
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Limitations

One limitation comes from our reliance on
manually-constructed knowledge graphs. Given
that different cultures and communities have vary-
ing notions of what is and is not commonsense,
what is left out between arguments will also de-
pend on the culture. For example, a knowledge
graph constructed by English speakers in the UK,
may not be able to provide useful knowledge about
arguments about politics in the US due to differ-
ences in cultural values.

Similarly, our approach does not apply to low-
resource languages that do not have sufficiently
large commonsense knowledge graphs to train
a transformer model such as COMET. Machine
Translation of existing knowledge graphs may also
prove insufficient due to cultural differences.

Ethics Statement

The datasets we use in this paper are publicly avail-
able. These datasets are anonymized and do not
include sensitive information. A source of ethical
concern is our reliance on generative models to pro-
vide warrants for arguments. These models, being
trained on large web-based corpora may potentially
generate problematic or biased outputs.
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A Class level performance of our model

Table 8 shows the breakdown of our models’ per-
formance across the different classes. To begin
with, the performance on Debatepedia is mixed,
with a slight improvement in the F1 score of the
support class due to ARGCON. However, there is
no clear winner as all models perform similarly to
the baseline. This suggests the need for further in-
vestigation to identify the cause of the performance
bottleneck which is not mirrored by the other 2
datasets.

In the Student Essay, we observe that knowl-
edge indeed helps to identify the minority attack
class, both in terms of precision and recall with
ARGCON+LINK providing the greatest contribu-
tion to the precision of the attack class and a slight
improvement in the recall of support. This gives
strong evidence to support our hypothesis that the
knowledge provided by our methods is effective
for distinguishing between relation types.

We see a similar phenomenon emerge in the
M-Arg dataset, where there is a consistent improve-
ment in the identification of the smallest attack
class, as we go from no knowledge to ARGCON to
ARGCON+LINK. We also notice a significant, 33%
increase in the recall of supporting AU pairs. How-
ever, as we introduce knowledge to our model, we
see that the recall of neutral pairs decreases along-
side the precision of support. This is what was
observed in Subsection 6.4 due to the appearance
of supporting inference chains when we generate
knowledge with ARGCON.

To summarise, the improvement of our model
on the Student Essay and M-Arg dataset provides
evidence to support continued investigation and
improvement of commonsense-aided relational ar-
gument mining with COMET. In particular, we
see that external commonsense knowledge sig-
nificantly improves the identification of minority
classes in imbalanced datasets which are particu-
larly common to the domain of argumentation.

Knowledge Attack Support Neutral
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Debate

- 0.71 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.71 0.75 - - -
ConceptNet+ 0.72 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.73 0.75 - - -
ARGCON 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.78 0.75 0.76 - - -
ARGCON+LINK 0.72 0.79 0.75 0.78 0.71 0.75 - - -

Essay

- 0.33 0.45 0.38 0.95 0.92 0.93 - - -
ConceptNet+ 0.37 0.48 0.42 0.95 0.93 0.94 - - -
ARGCON 0.36 0.44 0.40 0.95 0.93 0.94 - - -
ARGCON+LINK 0.44 0.47 0.46 0.95 0.95 0.95 - - -

M-Arg
- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.31 0.36 0.90 0.94 0.92
ARGCON 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.37 0.60 0.46 0.92 0.88 0.90
ARGCON+LINK 0.25 0.13 0.17 0.32 0.64 0.43 0.93 0.83 0.88

Table 8: Micro-F1 score comparison of the models in our experiments. Results with no knowledge represent our
RoBERTa baseline.
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